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Abstract— Several approaches are emerging for exposing
Telecom capabilities on the web and them being accessed
through web browsers. Enterprises resort to ReST APIs in
order to allow communication services on the Web. A
majority of the web applications are architected using the
ReST style. A shift in this paradigm came with the
introduction of WebSockets. WebSockets enable two-way
real-time communication between clients and servers in webbased application. The socket that is connected to the server
stays open for communication allowing data to be pushed to
the browser in real-time on demand. As different solutions
were being proposed, IETF came up with Session Initiation
Protocol (SIP). Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) is becoming
the signaling protocol of choice in the IP telephony, VoIP and
unified communications (UC) industries. Our work aims at
in exploring how these technologies when used in unison
leverage the experience of telephony services. The
contribution of this work is three-fold. Firstly we introduce
the Web-Telecom Capsule. We take a look into the
composition of the Web-Telecom Capsule, a part of the
Telecom ecosystem being discussed here, consisting of
Telecom functionalities built using the heterogeneous
components, ReST, SIP and WebSockets. Secondly, to
overcome the challenge of testing any telephony based
application having components based on different
technologies, we designed and developed a prototype which
acted as a middleware and aided in testing the components in
isolation, away from the integrated system. Lastly, we
evaluate the performance of all three technologies, ReSTful
webservices, WebSockets and SIP.
Keywords: Telephony, ReST API, WebSockets, SIP, WebTelecom Capsule, Performance evaluation.

I. Introduction
Over the years, methods used by businesses for
communication have undergone major paradigm shifts and
they are still undergoing changes continuously. A decade ago,
most business communications, internal or external, were
centered on the telephone. Emails brought in a paradigm shift
which made life convenient. But email has its own
shortcomings and hence couldn’t become a vehicle for instant
communication. Email is now making way for real-time
communications. Centered around a wide variety of devices
which can be used on daily basis, including PCs, tablets,
smartphones etc. real-time communication is supported on the
base of different technologies like ReSTful webservices,
WebSockets, Comet, SIP and many more. Thus the document-

centric nature of the Web is increasingly becoming more
interactive and collaborative. Considered as a best practice to
build distributed hypermedia systems is the Representational
State Transfer (REST) [1] design style. The research and
industrial communities have proposed REST-based APIs [2],
which expose communication services implemented according
to the Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) specifications [3] in
order to facilitate the development of web applications
leveraging Web-based and Telecom-centric converged
services. Recent standardization efforts by the Internet
Engineering Task Force (IETF) and World Wide Web
Consortium (W3C) are defining specifications aimed at web
browsers evolving towards natively support voice and video
communication (i.e., ―Real-time Communication Between
Browsers‖ [4] [5]). To set up and handle voice and video
sessions interworking with legacy SIP User Agents, as
discussed in [6] and [7], a signaling path between web
browsers and intermediaries (i.e., web servers) is required.
In this context, this works aims at investigating how the
technologies like ReST, WebSockets and SIP are becoming
the pillars for the development of web-based Telephony
services and overall enhancing the experience of real-time
communications. The approach makes use of set of ReST
APIs to control the signaling message exchange for the
audio/video call setup between two web browsers/ devices.
This envisions that the browser/device will contain all the
necessary functions needed to run a Web application which
will work in conjunction with back-end servers to implement
telephony functions as required. ReST is based on HTTP —
the only protocol web clients speak which is inherently monodirectional. Thus requests can originate only at the client in the
ReST style architecture. For part of the web application where
client initiated communication is required, we make use of
WebSocket, a messaging protocol providing methods to send
and receive messages for both ends of a communication. It
uses a special HTTP request which can be sent to the server
and, after the initial handshake, the client and server can freely
and asynchronously send frames to each other. Thus
WebSocket takes care of asynchronous notifications
leveraging the real-time communication. We have designed
these interfaces with reference to the SIP signaling protocol
specifications [3] for two main reasons: first, SIP is a major
specification for interactive multimedia communication, and,
second, we want to ensure interoperability with SIP User
Agents. The integrated testing of the components of the
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technologies mentioned above is not straightforward and
inherently complex. To bring about seamless interaction of
these components and aid testing of the application as a whole,
we have implemented a prototype using node.js. This
prototype acts as an intermediary component and is accessible
by web browsers as well as SIP User Agents. This prototype
leverages the WebRTC specifications [4] for the media
channel setting between two web browsers and the WebSocket
protocol [8] for handling asynchronous notifications and also
the SIP channel.
This paper is organized as follows: Section II which discusses
the background of the technologies. Section III discusses the
architecture of the system and implementation of the
prototype. Section IV discusses the results of the performance
testing of the components mentioned above. Section V
concludes the paper with some insight on future work.
II. BACKGROUND
A. ReST in a nutshell
The main concept of the Representational State Transfer
(REST) [1] architectural style is related to ―resource‖.
Resources are nothing but abstract information entities. As per
the ReST style, objects and data sets handles by the clientserver application logic are modeled as resources. ReST is
most commonly used with HTTP protocol.
ReST rests on 5 of these key principles: i) Servers use URIs to
expose resources making URIs resource identifiers; ii)
Manipulation of these resources is done using fixed set of
primitives, i.e., create, read, update and delete (in HTTP they
are mapped to the PUT, GET, POST and DELETE methods);
iii) only the information required for its management is
present in each message, i.e., the messages are Selfdescriptive; iv) Interactions must be stateless i.e., the client
request must contain all the information necessary to
understand the current request, independently of any previous
request. The session state and resource state can be
distinguished as per this principle. The session state is
maintained and taken care of at the client only, no request data
is maintained at the server. The resource state is taken care of
by the server that exposes it; v) Hypermedia, as the engine of
application state, a hypermedia system is characterized by
servers transferring resource representations that contain links,
while the client can proceed to the next step in the interaction
by choosing one of these links.
B. WebSockets in a nutshell
WebSockets is the technology which provides full-duplex
communication, bi-directional channels over a single
transmission control protocol socket. It is a framing protocol
over TCP/IP protocol. Initiated by a client using a special
HTTP request to the server and, after the initial handshake, the
client and server can freely and asynchronously send frames to
each other. The API to use the WebSockets protocol is
defined by the HTML5 WebSockets specification and W3C
and IETF have standardized the WebSockets API and protocol
respectively. The protocol can be thought of as divided in two

phases: i) The initial handshake; ii) the data transfer. The
initial handshake involves a message being sent from the
client and receiving the handshake response from the server.
WebSockets provide a standard that can be used to build
scalable, real-time web application and it provides a socket
that is native to the browser. During the initial handshake
while establishing a WebSocket connection, the client and
server upgrade from the HTTP protocol to the WebSocket
protocol. After the WebSocket connection is established,
WebSocket data frames can be sent back and forth between
the client and the server in full-duplex mode. Both text and
binary frames can be sent in either direction at the same time.
Simulating bi-directional browser communication over HTTP
is error-prone and complex and all that complexity does not
scale and thus WebSockets are gaining popularity over HTTP.
WebSockets have a unique ability to traverse firewalls and
proxies. A WebSocket detects the presence of a proxy server
and automatically sets up a tunnel to pass through the proxy.
The following figure shows a basic WebSocket-based
architecture in which browsers use a WebSocket connection
for full-duplex, direct communication with remote hosts.
C. SIP in a nutshell
The IETF came up with a standard called SIP. As the
name suggests; the Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) deals
with initiation of interactive communication between users
in form of sessions. Primarily, SIP is a standard for
establishing, managing, and terminating Internet sessions,
including voice and video calls and conferences. SIP itself
doesn’t defines what a ―session‖ is; it uses other standards
such as Session Description Protocol (SDP) for
offer/answer of session negotiation, Real-Time Transport
Protocol (RTP) for media path transport, Real-Time
Transport Control Protocol (RTCP) for feedback and
control of the media path, optionally Secure RTP (SRTP)
with keys negotiated in SDP for media path security, and
optionally interactive connectivity establishment (ICE) for
traversal through intermediate network address translators
(NATs) and firewalls. The request-response pattern forms
the basis of SIP. The caller known as the User Agent
Client (UAC) initiates a session by sending a request
known as in INVITE addressed to the receiver of interest.
SIP uses URLs for addresses and the URL format is very
similar to the popular mailto URL. In many ways, the SIP
is patterned after HTTP. SIP is request-response just like
HTTP. Thus SIP can be well integrated with other web
applications as well.
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Figure (b): Outgoing Call flow Test (depicts the Web-telecom capsule)
Figure (a): High level system architecture

i. The Web-Telecom Capsule

III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

Figures (a) & (b) shows us the overall system architecture
along with the components of the Web-Telecom capsule.
Figure (a) depicts the high level system architecture and how
the system is actually modeled. The components SIP
Application Server and Web Application Server are actually
blocks of the Web-Telecom Capsule. Figure (a) shows how
the SIP and Web components are connected to each other as
well the prototype developed by us. It also gives us a glimpse
of few other components of the system which do not lie in the
scope of the paper and hence not discussed here. The WebTelecom Capsule as a whole block can be seen in figure (b)
and it is clear from this figure how the components, together
form a capsule-like block and hence the name Web-Telecom
capsule is justified. Figure (b) also shows the call flow for an
outgoing call test. It begins with the user dialing call from a
device/ browser. This gets translated as a ReST API call which
is handled by the Web application component of the Capsule.
The request is then forwarded to the SIP component of the
Capsule.
In order to initiate a SIP session, negotiation w.r.t. the media
capabilities and other factors is handled by the media endpoint
component of the Capsule and the prototype developed in
node.js. After successful negotiation, the SIP session is
initiated which is conveyed back to the user via the ReST
component from the SIP. Thus one leg of the call is
successfully established. Similarly, the other end of the call is
established on the same lines.

ii. The prototype – developed in node.js
A. The Web -Telecom Capsule
The Web – Telecom Capsule provides Server based
Telephony and media service. It encapsulates the following
components:
i) The SIP application server / SIP endpoint adapter;
ii) The Web application server;
iii) The media end point adapter;
B. The SIP application Server
The SIP application server provides the business logic
to implement the telephony features and handles the SIP
signaling. It interconnects all the different interfaces. Thus it
will receive commands from the ReST API, it will exchange
and process information from the media end point adapter and
perform the required operations on the call.
C. The Web application server
The Web application server or service gateway provides the
business-logic to implement REST API layer. The API
exposed by this application is made up of two components.
i)

The ReST API

ii) The

Notifications API for notifications
WebSocket or Server-Sent Events (SSE).

over

D. The Media Endpoint Adapter

SYSTEM ORGANIZATION

The system providing server based telephony and media
service is organized as follows and consists of components as
follows:

The Media Endpoint Adapter is responsible for handling
the media transcoding between webrtc and other codes, and
also communicating with the web browser (WebRTC media
engine). The media endpoint adapter talks to the SIP end point
and also to our prototype.
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The in-depth implementation details of the above
mentioned are beyond the scope of this document and hence
not included here.
E. The prototype
The prototype is designed and implemented to simplify
media application prototyping, development and testing. It has
been designed to align with the WebRTC architecture,
protocols and interfaces. It has sparked innovation by lowering
the ―barrier to entry‖ for developing media applications. It is
implemented using node.js and it publishes a Restful control
interface.
A. The prototype provides support for:
B. Registering web application control contexts
C. Creating new sessions
D. Refreshing sessions
E. Negotiating media via SDP offer/answer
F. Injecting MSML commands
G. Retrieving event streams
H. Retrieving media server reports and load factor
I.

Destroying sessions

J.

Destroying control contexts. Web applications are
partitioned by utilizing a unique control context for
session creation.

K. Both SIP and Rest interfaces can
simultaneously by multiple applications.

C. Hardware and Connectivity
The test bed environment includes a machine hosting the Call
service implementation which is the ReST API component of
the capsule and also SIP application server, a machine hosting
the SIPp tool and also the prototype implemented in node.js.
The machines are Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2670 0 @
2.60GHz, RAM 8GB.
A set of test iterations were performed to evaluate the
performance of the Web – Telecom capsule. We evaluated the
performance of the components of the Capsule, namely, the
Web application server i.e. the ReST webservices API and the
WebSocket API, the signaling component i.e. the SIP
application server. The tools used to carry out the performance
testing are JMeter for the Web application server and SIPp for
the SIP application server.
We measured performance of the system in terms of number
of calls per second the system can handle. We tested the
system by making 10 calls per second. The performance of the
ReST component was measured in terms of call setup delay.
We tested WebSockets performance in terms of subscribe and
notification delay. The SIP component’s performance is
measured on the number of call setup delay for ReST-SIP
calls.
The following table shows the scenario we used for testing.
Test Scenario
Tested with 10 calls per second

1)

be used

2)

Test configuration
JMeter: 700 users-Making 5
calls each
SIPP
Test scenario

The following table shows the time delay measurements we
discovered after testing the above scenario.
IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
The following section shows the performance results and
analysis of the system. We first discuss the test bed and
methodology and then move forward to the performance
results captured and its analysis.

Call setup delay
ReST

Call setup delay
REST-SIP

37 ms

31 ms

Subscription &
Notification delay
4s
Time delay measurements

Below figures show the results captured: c) JMeter report; d)
SIPp report; e) JConsole overview; f) CPU usage

Test setup

Fig (c) JMeter summary report

A. JMeter load generator
In order to simulate a configurable number of clients asking
for a call setup, we have used JMeter. JMeter not only aids in
simulation of the clients but also helps in analyzing and
measuring the performance of the webservices.
Fig (d) SIPp summary report

B. SIPp load generator

.

For SIP traffic generator, we use the open-source SIPp tool,
which allows a wide range of SIP scenarios to be tested.

Fig (d) SIPp summary report
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based prototype which eased the testing of the Web-Telecom
Capsule. Finally we evaluated the performance of the
components of the Capsule and the system as a whole in terms
of CPU usage and time delays. Future work includes test
activities for performance evaluation and analysis under
different complex workloads and different use cases.
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